INTERNATIONAL SERVICE LEARNING

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

VILLANOVA ENGINEERS BRING STEM EDUCATION TO CAMBODIA

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

ervice has long been one of the cornerstones of a Villanova University education.
In the College of Engineering, it has taken a variety of forms, from regional
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education outreach,
to global project-based learning experiences. This dedication, both to education and
service, recently led to a unique STEM outreach opportunity, one involving middle
school students in a rural community in Cambodia.

Taking His Career
to Great Heights
Andrew Blasetti ’04 CE,
’06 MSCE
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n an article about international service
learning in the Summer 2009 issue of
the College of Engineering’s magazine,
Andrew Blasetti ’04 CE, ’06 MSCE
wrote of his three unforgettable trips
to Amigos de Jesús, an orphanage in
Honduras. Five years later, when asked
what was the highlight of his time at
Villanova, Blasetti doesn’t hesitate,
“The service learning trips to Amigos
de Jesus in Honduras with Drs.
David Dinehart and Shawn Gross.”
He credits them with introducing
him to structural engineering.

Since 2012, the College of Engineering has sent student and faculty teams to the
remote Ratanakiri region where they have worked with the Caramanico Foundation
Cambodia (CFC) to provide local children with access to a quality education.
Established by Anne and Tom Caramanico PE, ’71 CE, ’83 MSCE, the CFC built the
first Caramanico School in 2006. Today its four rooms serve 230 students in seventh
through ninth grades. In summer 2014, Boratha Tan ’16 ME, a Cambodian Villanova
student, supervised the building of an adjacent preschool and kindergarten designed
by Villanova engineers. It recently opened its doors to more than 70 students and is
the only school of its kind in the province.
During the 2015 winter break, a Villanova team made the annual trip to the region,
but with a new assignment: Develop and lead a series of science and engineering
workshops for the school’s eighth- and ninth-graders, nearly 130 students in total.
Team leader Alex Poultney ’14 ME, ’15 MSME, volunteer advisor Ean Mulligan ’09
ME, Elana Ames ’17 ChE and Caroline Franchino ’16 ME—prepared a variety of
workshop activities including air-propelled rockets, rubber band cars, water sample
testing and raft-building.
The week culminated in a towerbuilding competition that required
the CFC students to come up with
their own ideas and work under
a deadline. The top two winning
teams, plus three exceptional
student leaders, won a trip in
mid-March to the first Cambodia
Science and Technology Festival
held in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Racing rubber band cars.

Weeks after returning from
Cambodia, Alex Poultney beams
when describing the experience.

“During the rocket launch, students’ faces reflect excitement, joy, surprise, amazement
and even a little fear.”

Blasetti has worked for Thornton
Tomasetti since graduation, and says
high-rise structures have been his niche
since his earliest days with the firm. He
recalls: “We were working on a number
of projects with elite architecture firms,
each having very unique geometries that
had to be structured unconventionally.
I had some ideas and successfully
presented them to my supervisors.” He
has specialized in high-rises ever since.

He talks about Rithy, an exceptionally bright 10-year-old and the grandson of Monie,
the CFC’s in-country manager. “Rithy told me that the activities he participated in
provided the most fun he had ever had, and he meant it,” says Poultney. Fascination,
excitement and a sense of discovery were nearly universal responses from the
Cambodian students. Poultney recalls, “While we worked with individual groups,
the others would come to the classroom windows to watch.” Caroline Franchino adds,
“Seeing the students’ faces during the workshops was priceless. They enjoyed and
learned more than I could have hoped.” Perhaps the highlight of the team’s experience
was realizing that they had excited kids about science and engineering who may never
have developed an interest in those areas otherwise.

Blasetti sees the ability to successfully
communicate as one of an engineer’s

Anne Caramanico credits the Villanova team with the students’ undeniable joy.
“The projects you selected could not have been better. Add to that your natural
teaching ability and willingness to connect to the students, and you provided them
with a truly life-changing experience.”
On the Right Track
for Success: Jordan
Mahoney (Sarruda) ’09 ME
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n 2012, a group of Villanova students and faculty traveling to Cambodia for a
service project met Len Austin, chief of explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) for
Golden West Humanitarian Foundation. That fortuitous encounter resulted in a
partnership with the Foundation’s regional office in Cambodia that has led to the
development of a low-cost humanitarian EOD robot.
Based in the United States, but with offices all over the world, Golden West is a
non-profit “dedicated to the development of innovative, appropriate technologies to
overcome the operational limitations encountered by the humanitarian mine action
community.” One of the greatest challenges for countries like Cambodia, which is
contaminated by landmines and unexploded ordnances, is the expense of high tech
solutions for the disposal of these devices. While robots frequently are used by the
military and other organizations, the cost—starting at $50,000—puts them out
of reach for developing countries. Additionally, these robots cannot be serviced or
repaired locally, another disadvantage.

Golden West Detection Technologies Manager Sambo Heang; James Convery ’16 ME; Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering Garrett Clayton, PhD; and Michael Benson ’16 ME examine
the interior components of the EOD robot.
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Working together with Golden West Design Lab in Phnom Penh, Cambodia,
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering Garrett Clayton, PhD, and teams of
Mechanical Engineering students have dedicated themselves to the development of
an effective EOD response robot with a price tag under $10,000 (USD). Students
are challenged with the realities of product design, sustainability, infrastructure and
economics in a developing country. Those who have traveled to Cambodia have had
the opportunity to speak with local residents who live with the problem, as well as
EOD specialists who are working to solve it, including Director of the Cambodia
program and Design Lab, Allen Tan, a former U.S. Army EOD team leader. “It’s so
important to have that firsthand knowledge,” says Villanova team member Michael
Benson ’15 ME, “Otherwise you can’t understand the problem fully and what’s
needed to fix it.”
Throughout the past three years, 15 students have worked on the robot as their senior
capstone project, each improving upon the last team’s design. In January 2015, after
conducting field trials of the latest prototype at Golden West’s Applied Technology
and Training Center, everyone agreed that the robotic platform is ready to undergo
redesign for production. Dr. Clayton lists the objectives that have been met: “This
model is made from low cost computer hardware, can be assembled in-country and
repaired locally. It also fits into a suitcase so that it can be taken on a plane and
deployed to different locations. The robot control interface has been designed for
intuitive operation to enable users with a limited educational background.” A
Kickstarter campaign is expected to launch later this year to help bring the robot to
commercial production. The goal is for the robot to be available for purchase by
mid-year 2016.
“While this project has involved only Mechanical Engineering
students to this point, I anticipate that Electrical and
Computer Engineering students also will be brought on
board. Interestingly, we have a student from our Master’s
in Sustainable Engineering program studying Golden
West’s explosive recycling program. It’s great seeing
multidisciplinary opportunities emerging from
this relationship.”

Dr. Dinehart is not surprised
by Blasetti’s success or the
attention he is receiving,
“Andrew was one of the best
students I’ve had in 16 years.”

Andrew Blasetti (center) leads the team of structural engineers behind the new Comcast tower.
They are (from left) Angela Heinze, and Villanova alumni Stephen Kane ’11 CE, ’12 MSCE and
Lou Ross ’11 CE. At right is their boss, Mark Coggin of Thornton Tomasetti’s local office.
Used with permission of Philadelphia Inquirer Copyright© 2015. All rights reserved.

—Jordan Ermilio ’98 ME, ’06 MSWRE, director, Villanova Engineering Service Learning

ENGINEERING STUDENTS BUILD EOD ROBOT

Professor and Chair Dinehart, PhD,
and Associate Professor Gross, PhD,
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, clearly pointed Blasetti
in the right direction. Today, as an
associate with Thornton Tomasetti, one
of the world’s leading structural firms,
he heads a team of young engineers
in designing what will become the
Comcast Innovation and Technology
Center in Center City Philadelphia.
The December 5, 2014 issue of the
Philadelphia Inquirer highlighted his
team’s work in a front page story.
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fter most of the Class of 2009 had
left campus and many had started
their careers, Jordan Sarruda ’09 ME
could still be found on the grounds
of Villanova University. Though fully
prepared for the new challenges awaiting
her, Sarruda had one more Villanova
adventure ahead. “I stayed on campus
for a few months after graduation,
preparing with my women’s track and
field teammates for a regional meet that
summer.” A 2007 Big East champion in
the 4 x 800 meters, Sarruda was looking
forward to closing one chapter of her
life with this last race, and beginning
another in a full time position at
Lockheed Martin.

The first three years of Sarruda’s career
were spent in Lockheed Martin’s
Engineering Leadership Development
Program (ELDP), an elite training
regimen for new employees. The ELDP
enabled Sarruda to rotate through
different functional roles, earn a Master’s
in System’s Engineering, and develop a
valuable professional network through
leadership training and conferences. She
credits her Villanova education with
her success in the program, and points
specifically to her senior capstone project
experience: “I was fortunate to lead a
very talented, multi-disciplinary group
of engineers through a lifecycle project
for which we proposed, developed,
tested and manufactured a design
prototype for a hydroelectric generator.
Our hard work ensured our success
both individually and as a team. In the
end, one of the most valuable lessons I
learned was what it meant to be a leader
in engineering.”
Senior Associate Dean for
Graduate Studies and Research
Gerard “Jerry” Jones, PhD,
recalls Jordan as “One of
the most delightful, genuine,
positive-thinking, motivated,
stimulating and talented
students I have known.”
After completing the ELDP, Sarruda
moved into a permanent position
involving integration and testing for
Lockheed Martin’s Aegis Ballistic Missile

most valuable skills. “You may be a
creative, innovative thinker with all
the answers, but your ideas aren’t
worth much if you cannot share them
effectively.” For this reason, Blasetti
encourages today’s undergraduates to
take advantage of the presentations their
professors assign. “Most engineers shy
away from presenting ideas to clients
and supervisors, but presenting your
designs in person will get you noticed,
help build confidence, and set you ahead
of the pack.”

When asked where he thinks his career
will take him, Blasetti says he can’t
imagine leaving the field of structural
engineering. He hints, however, “I
wouldn’t be surprised if teaching on a
professional level were to find its way
into my career at some point.”
The Summer 2009 Villanova Engineering
magazine featured Andrew Blasetti’s ’04
CE, ’06 MSCE reflections on
Amigos de Jesus in the article
“Worldwide Classroom.”

On her wedding day, June 28, 2014, with husband Lee Mahoney.

Defense. In 2013, she led a successful
“Five for Five” streak of live, at-sea
test events, a major accomplishment
that resulted in the NOVA Award—
Lockheed Martin’s highest honor—for
Sarruda and her team.
When asked if her life and career are
what she imagined they would be,
Sarruda confesses: “I do not think I
could have ever imagined my life and
career! I count my blessings.” She
acknowledges the support of her family,
the coaches at Villanova who helped
shape her goals and the teachers and
classmates who pushed her to succeed,
both through a shared vision and

friendly competition. “Part of the beauty
of my life and career is that it has always
been paved by a certain amount of
uncertainty. Less than a year ago, I
married my wonderful husband, Lee
Mahoney, and only months ago, I
became an aunt to a beautiful baby boy.
While I may not know exactly what lies
on the road ahead, I feel I am ready for
whatever comes my way.”
Jordan Sarruda’s ’09 ME photo and quote
regarding her passion for track appear
in “Here, There, and Everywhere,” an
article in the Summer 2009 Villanova
Engineering magazine.

—Jordan Ermilio ’98 ME, ’06 MSWRE, director of Villanova Engineering Service Learning
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